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Introduction 
In this second report on Richardson's method 1 ) some numerical 
aspects with which one is faced in actual computation are discussed. 
First we will consider the numerical stability of the first order 
version of Richardson's method. It is well-known that the order of 
the rel:9.xation para.meters must be chosen very carefully in order to 
get convergence. In fact, the distribution recommended by Young 
failed. :for the problems we tested on the computer. The factorization 
method proposed in section 3 proved to be numerically stable for very 
ill-conditioned matrix problems. Secondly we will prove that the second 
order process is strongly stable in the sense of O'Brien, Hyman and 
kaplan and finally we will discuss the effect of not estimating 
exactly the first eigenvalues. 
In a third report [5] we will apply the theory to a number of 
matrix problems arising from the numerical solution of Laplace's 
equation. 
1 ) 
In a preceding report (see reference list [4]) we discussed theore-
tical aspects of Richardson's method. 
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1. The elimination method 
In this section we recall some of the main features of the theory 
developped in [4] . 
In [4] the solution of the matrix equation 
( 1 • 1 ) Lu= f 
was approximated by a sequence of functions 1\_, which were calculated 
by the formula 
( 1. 2) 
The function 1\. may be expressed in terms of the solution u and the 
initial error vO = uO - u, i.e. 
( 1.3) 
where Pk(L) is a polynomial of degree kin L satisfying Pk(o) = 1. 
Let us as13ume that L has a complete set of eigenfunctions e., with 
i 
eigenvalues A. of which most are positive and no more than a few 
i 
are negative. We develop vO in the series 
( 1 • 4) Vo = I C. e .• 
. i i 
i 
The essence of the method proposed in Q+J was the reduction of the 
late eigenfunctions of L corresponding to the larger eigenvalues 
A.~ [a, b], followed by the elimination of the remaining eigenfunctions. 
i 
The reduction was achieved by means of the Chebyshef operator CK(a,b,L) 
adjusted to the interval [a, b] and scaled to satisfy the condition 
CK(a,b,O) = 1. The remaining eigenfunctions were eliminated by Chebyshef 
operators CK*(a*,b,L), where a* is chosen to satisfy CK*(a*,b,A 1 ) = O, 
A1 being the eigenvalue of the eigenfunction to be eliminated. 
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2. Numerical stability of iteration processes 
In this section we discuss the numerical stability of iteration 
processes of the type 
( 2.1) l\:+1 = Hk'\_ + gk' k = O, 1, 2, •.• 
where gk is a known vector depending on k and Hk is the iteration 
matrix also depending on k. 
Such a process is called strongly stable [1] if for every k 
(2.2) 
From this condition one may derive that the rounding errors occurring 
in actual computation cannot accumulate. 
Suppose that with the application of the operator Hk we have the 
rounding error Ek. Instead of the exact solution l\: we then get the 
* numerical solution l\: satisfying the scheme 
(2.3) * l\:+ 1 = 
After K iterations we have the numerical error 
K-1 K-2 K-1 
Hk(u.,.,.o. - uo ·) + ;' IT ~ IT Hlsk + EK_ 1 • 
k=O k=O l=k+1 
* Evidently u0 = u0 , hence 
(2.4) 
We define 
(2.5) I IHI I = Max I JHkl I 
O<k<K-1 
and 
( 2 .6) llsll = Max 
O<k<K-1 
4 
From (2.4) we obtain 
(2.7) 
It may be concluded that a strongly stable iteration process has a 
final numerical error of the same order as the maximal round-off of 
the individual iterations. In those cases where I IEI I is small, the 
process is numerically stable. 
Let us now consider iterative processes where I IHkl I also assumes 
values larger than 1. 
We define the operators 
K-1 
(2.8) 
~= 
II H1 
l=k+1 
for k = 0, 1 , ••• , K-1, where ~- 1 = 1 • 
From ( 2. 4) we see that 11 ~ 11 • 11 Ek 11 is an upper bound for the growth 
of the round-off Ek, Therefore we should require that 
(a) The operator norms I I~ 11 have to be small for k = O, 1, ••• ,K-1. 
A second condition is obtained by requiring that each round-off Ek will 
be small, i.e. there will be no growth of numbers. 
Let us define the operators 
(2,9) 
for k = 0, 1 , .•. , K-1 • 
k 
II Hl 
l=O 
To prevent a growth of numbers we require 
(b) The operator norms J IBkl I have to be small fork= 0,1, ••• ,K-1. 
If we are able to arrange the operators Hk in such a way that the condi-
tions (a) and (b) are satisfied, we may expect that the iteration process 
(2.1) is numerically stable. 
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3. Numerical stability of the first order Richardson process 
As far as the author knows there is no detailed study of the 
stability against rounding errors of the first order Richardson 
process (cf. Forsythe and Wasow [2Jp. 233). In this section the 
stability problem is investigated, which results in an arrangement 
of the relaxation parameters stable on the Electrologica XS computer 
for very ill-conditioned matrix problems and for relative large values 
of K. 
The first order Richardson process is of type ( 2. 1 ) with 
( 3. 1 ) H = 1 - w L. k k 
We shall assume that L has a complete set of eigenfunctions e. with 
l 
A •• Since the orders of the elimination operators 
l 
eigenva1 ues 
* CK*(a. ,b,L) are small we will only be concerned with the effect of 
. l 
l 
rounding errors associated with the application of the operator 
CK(a,b,L). It is sufficient to restrict the considerations to the 
space S(a,b), which is generated by the eigenfunctions e. corresponding 
l 
to the eigenvalues A. E. [a, b], i.e. we will consider the numerical 
l 
stability with respect to the space S(a,b) (compare l}J section 6). 
The eigenvalues of Hk are given by 1 - wk)..i' so that the operators Hk 
are instable with respect to S(a,b) when 
(3.2) 
In figure 1 the spectra of a stable and an instable operator Hk are 
illustrated. 
a ..:.. b 2 I 
-1 
W W I 
-----------k----- ---- ------k--------_.. J I 
instable 
fig. 1 
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The norms I l~I I may become very large, hence the relaxation parameters 
wk must be carefully distributed over the K iterations of the process. 
Results of Young-Warlick 
The experiments of Young and Walick ( [6J, [7]) proved that a 
descending or ascending order of the norms I IHk 11 was unfavourable. 
Theoretically this may be concluded from the structure of the operators 
-\. and Bk defined in the preceding section. 
Let us suppose that I IHk 11 or wk is decreasing with k. The norms 
11-\_ 11 are small for every k. However, I !Bk 11 increases strongly in the 
first part of the iteration process (figure 2) giving rise to a strong 
growth of the error vk in the middle of the process. 
k 
fig. 2 
The descending order gives rise to a strong growth of numbers, but 
there is no growth of the individual round-offs Ek. The area below the 
curve 11-\_ 11 • I I Bk 11 ( figure 2) gives an upper bound for the final 
numerical error 11 u; -~ I I• If we invert the direction of k in figure 2 
and if we interchange 11-\_I I and I IBkl I we get a situation corresponding 
to an increasing order of the norms 11 Hk I I • 
The ascending order gives rise to a strong growth in the individual 
rounding errors Ek' however, there is no growth of numbers. 
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In table I we have listed our results for the model problem I discussed 
in [5]. For the sake of completeness we have mentioned the parameters 
y and stv respectively indicating the type of the difference formulae 
used and the number of the starting vector u0 . 
TABLE I. Numerical stability of the first order Richardson process 
applied to the model problem I ( see [5] ) . 
K 
Process without round-off 27 
Ascending order 27 
Ascending order 27 
Descending order 27 
Descending order 27 
Young-Warlick order 27 
Second degree process 27 
* . The number R (K) lS defined by 
(3.3) * R (K) = 
a b y 
2 162 1.5 
2 162 1.5 
2 162 1.5 
2 162 1.5 
2 162 1.5 
2 162 1.5 
2 162 1.5 
1 I ILu; - fj I 
- - ln I 1Lu0 - f fT ' K 
stv 
4 
5 
4 
5 
4 
4 
.,..., ' 
R (K) 
> 0 20 (theor.) 
- ' 
- 0,05 
0,03 
0, 21 
0,23 
0,21 
0,21 
which will serve as an estimate for the convergence of the iterative 
process with respect to the space S(a,b) = 8(2,162). This follows from 
the following argument. If there are no rounding errors we may write 
(3.4) 
* I I Lu - Lv - f I I 
R (K) .l 1n K 
= - K 11 Lu - Lv O - f 11 
From this we conclude that for Ek= 0 the following inequality holds 
( 3. 5) * R (K) .:_ R(K), 
where R(K) is the average rate of convergence for K iterations. In the 
* column denoted R (K), the first number corresponds with the value of 
the lower bound R(K) of the numerical values R*(K). 
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It follows from table I that the descending order is superior to the 
ascending order; the descending order yields the same rate of convergence 
as the strongly stable second order process (see the following section), 
while the ascending order is divergent. In connection with this, it is 
interesting to remark that Young [6] stated that the ascending order 
is superior to the descending one. 
Young and Warlick tested an arrangement of the relaxation parameters, 
which starts with a middle value of wk' and then alternatively proceeds 
from the next lower to the next higher. This order was satisfactory for 
a problem characterized by (K,a,b) = (40,2,324) [6]. If larger values 
of Kare required, Young recommends repeating the whole process. 
However, for ill-conditioned problems the rate of convergence is reduced 
considerable (see [4]). Therefore it is highly desirable to look for 
still better orders of the relaxation parameters. 
Improvements of the Young-Warlick order 
A first improvement of the Young-Warlick order is obtained if we 
invert the order of the relaxation parameters in the Young-Warlick 
method. This is suggested by the observation that a descending order 
of I IHkl I is superior to an ascending order. The Young-Warlick method 
may be interpreted as a sequence of quadratic operators 
with 
1 
wk+ wk' = 2 (a+ b). 
The norms of these quadratic operators are increasing, hence we expect 
that arranging them with decreasing norms will be a better strategy. 
Table II justifies this conclusion, although the method diverges for 
K = 81. 
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TABLE II. Numerical stability of the first order Richardson process 
applied to model problem I [5]. 
K a b y stv R*(K) 
Process without round-off 81 2 162 1.5 2:,. 0,21 ( theor.) 
Ascending order 81 2 162 1.5 4 - o,63 
Descending order 81 2 162 1.5 4 - o,46 
Ascending-descending order 81 2 162 1.5 4 - 0,23 
Young-Warlick method 81 2 162 1.5 4 - 0,05 
Inverted Y-W method 81 2 162 1.5 4 - o,oo 
Ascending-descending Y-W method 81 2 162 1.5 4 + o, 19 
Y-W method applied to quadr.operators 81 2 162 1.5 4 + 0,21 
Second degree process 81 2 162 1.5 4 + 0,21 
A second and better improvement is obtained if the quadratic 
operators are arranged with increasing-decreasing norms (see table II). 
This is clarified by the structure of the operators~ and Bk defined 
in the preceding section. Let us first arrange the linear operators 
Hk with increasing-decreasing norms. In figure 3 the behaviour of 
I 1~11 and I IBkl I is illustrated. We see that I 1~11 and I IBkJ I have 
not such an explosive behaviour as in figure 2. Moreover I l~I I is small 
when J jBk 11 is large and vice versa. This means that a large round-off 
does not grow strongly and a rounding error that does grow strongly 
is a small one. 
0 K/2 
fig. 3 
k 
K-1 
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The same argument holds for an increasing-decreasing order of the 
quadratic operators of Young-Warlick. 
The results in table II agree with these conclusions. 
The Young-Warlick method and the improvements discussed above 
are obtained by replacing the operator Hk with HkHk'' and applying 
the methods found for the linear operators to these quadratic operators. 
This process may be continued. For instance one may apply the Young-
Warlick method to the operators HkHk'' which results in a still better 
rate of convergence as is seen in table II. 
However, this is an experimental manner of investigation. We shall 
attempt to give a more analytical description of the reduction of 
numerical errors. 
Factorization into perturbed Chebyshef operators 
We start with the following theorem 
Theorem I 
• J }K-1 ( ) Let the relaxation parameters lwk k=O of the operator CK a,b,L be 
arranged in decreasing order. The relaxation parameters of the operators 
CK (a,b,L) are then given by the set {wk I k = md0 +-½ (d0 - 1), 
m ~ o, 1, ••• , K0-1, d0 = K/K0}, where d0 is an odd divisor of K. 
Proof 
According to formula [4](2.3) the k-th zero of CK(a,b,A) is given by 
( 3 .6) 1 1 2k+1 zk = 2 (b + a) - 2 (b - a)cos (2if" n). 
Writing 
2d- l ( k - _l ( d - 1 ) ) + 1 2k+1 0 2 0 if° 1T = ______ 2_K_O ______ 1T 
we see that the [(k - -½ (d0 
CK(a,b,A), which proves the 
1))/do]th f C ( b ') zero o K a, ,/\ 
0 theorem. 
is a zero of 
11 
If d0 is an even divisor of Kit is easily verified from (3.6) that the 
zeros r;m of 
(3.7) 
CK (a,b,A) satisfy 
0 
zmd0+!(d0-2) 
the inequality 
To each zero z or r; of CK (a,b,A) we choose a neighbouring zero of 
m m 0 
CK(a,b,A). 
P(i)(A) of 
KO 
In this manner we may factor CK(a,b,A) into d0 polynomials 
degree K0 , which may be interpreted as perturbed 
polynomials. If d0 is small and K0 is large the polynomials 
will approximate the Chebyshef polynomial CK (a,b,A). 
0 
Chebyshef 
p(i)(A) 
KO 
If we t~ke for the operators Hk of the preceding section the 
operators P~i)(L), we see that the iteration process is numerically 
0 
stable if the operator CK (a,b,L) is numerically stable. 
0 
The perturbation of the operator CK (a,b,L) may be chosen in 
• . 0 . different ways but we shall consider only the following two cases: 
(a) symmetric perturbations. 
(b) one-sided perturbations. 
(a) symmetric perturbations 
For the sake of simplicity we will consider only perturbations 
of polynomials CK (a,b,A) of even degree. 
0 
We define quadratic polynomials ~(A), satisfying ~(O) = 1 (see 
figure 4), with zeros z and z • 
m K0-m-1 
b 
Qm(A)+d~(A) 
fig. 4 
CK (a,b,\) may be written as 
0 
(3.8) 
12 
!K -1 0 
IT 
m=O 
~( \). 
We change z to z +dz and zK 1 to zK 1-dz , where dz depends m m m 0-m- 0-m- m m 
not only on m but also on i. The polynomial~(\) is changed to 
~(\) + d~(\) and CK (a,b,\) to P~i)(\). 
0 0 
From (3.8) we obtain 
(3.9) 
To keep the perturbation term small we choose dz with alternating sign. 
m 
Then d~(\) changes sign with m, so that the summation in (3.9) contains 
positive and negative terms in each point\. 
(It seems impossible to give a simpler expression for the perturbation 
term.) 
(b) one-sided perturbation 
If we choose dz definite for all m it is possible to construct 
an simple expressionmfor P~i)(\). 
We assume the following fo~ of P~i)(\) 
0 
(3.10) a. CK (a,b,\) - o., 
1 0 1 
where a. and o. are parameters to be determined. 
1 
condi~ion P~i)(O) From the = 1 we find 
0 
(3.11) a. = 1 + 0 .• 
1 1 
The parameters o. are obtained from the fact that the zeros of 
CK(a,b,\) and th~ zeros of IT P(i)(\) are the same. 
KO 
Let us write 
(3.12) 
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If zk is a zero of CK(a,b,A) we have the relation 
hence 
cS. 
i 
+ cS. , 
i 
[ a+ b - 2zkl cos K0 arccos b - a 
Solving for zk yields 
1 1 
[arccos 
(b-a) cos [ 
cSi TKO(yO) 
( 1 + cS. 
(3.13) zk = 2 ( b+a ) - 2 
where m = O, ±. 1, •••• 
Comparing (3.6) and (3.13) leads to 
(3.14) do k = - arccos 
7T 
i 
Putting k equal to i-1 gives the following expression for cS. 
i 
(3.15) 
2i-1 
cos~ 7T 
0 
cS i = -------2-,i,..._-,- . 
TK (y0 ) - cos~ 1r 
0 0 
We collect these results in the following theorem. 
Theorem II 
The polynomial P(i)(A) = (1 + cS. )CK (a,b,A) - cS., where cS, is given 
KO i O i i 
by (3.15) has the following zeros 
(3.16) A = z. , i-1+md0 m = 0 , 1 , ••• , K0 - 1 • 
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The polynomial P~i)(A) is completely determined by the values of 
K, K0 and i. Ine may o~tain these polynomials by selecting those zeros 
zk of CK(a,b,A) with k congruent modulo d0 (,which means a one-sided 
perturbation of the zeros of CK (a,b,A)). 
0 For large values of K0 the parameters o. are small, so that the 
operators Pii)(L) may be interpre~ed asiChebyshef operators of degree 
K0 with a siJ11 perturbation term. In particular if d0 is an odd 
d0-1 
number, PK (--z-)(L) is exactly the operator CK (a,b,L) (cf. theorem I). 
0 0 
Theorem III 
The sequence of operators {Pi~)(L)\~~1 as defined by theorem II is 
strongly stable if 
(3.17) K0 ~ -¾ \JI • ln ( 3 + 2 V2) . 
Proof 
The norm of Pii)(L) is given by 
0 
(3.18) 
The stability condition is 
(3. 19) 
In figure 5 the behaviour of IIP(i)(L)il 
KO 
is illustrated as a function 
of i. For large values of TK (y0 ) the curve is almost symmetrical with 
respect to i 1 (do - 0 TK (y0 ) there is = - 1). For small values of a strong 2 
p(1 ) (L) increase for i ➔ 1. In both cases 0 
KO 
has the largest norm. 
15 
1 
-(d-1) 2 0 
fig. 5 
Condition (3.19) is satisfied for all i if 
(3.20) 
Using [4] (7 .8) we get 
(3.21) 
This condition is certainly satisfied by K0 if 
(3.22) K ln(3 + 2 V2) 0 > • 
- ln( ft, + \fa) 
\fb - Va 
From the Taylor expansion 
= 2 '{a 
l. 
- 1 )J 
2a 
+ ... (3.23) ln( {b + Va) 
'lb- Va \}b - Va ( Vb - Va.)2 
it may be deduced that for b >> a the following relation holds 
(3.24) ln( {b + \fa) "' 2\ff. Yb- Va rb 
Formula (3.24) proves the theorem. 
With the aid of theorem III one may draw certain conclusions 
about the numerical stability of the operators P~i)(L). 
We apply formula (2.7) to the operators {P~i)(L)}~~ 1 where K0 satisfies 
0 
( 3. 17). We have 
and I le: 11 
operators 
(3.25) 
is equal 
p~i)(L). 
0 
to the maximal numerical error associated with the 
We find for the final numerical error the bound 
A scheme for arranging the relaxation parameters 
We conclude this section with a description of a distribution 
of the relaxation parameters, which proved to be numerical stable 
on the X8 computer for very ill-conditioned matrix problems (see 
table III). 
Let us suppose that the prime factorization of K is given by 
(3.26) K = d1 d2 ••• d 
, n 
and let us define the numbers 
( 3. 27) 
We_now choose d0 = d1 and K0 = K1 and we construct the polynomials 
P~1 )(L) according to theorem II. E~ch of these polynomials may again 
be 1fa7tored into d2 polynomials P~J)(L) by selecting those zeros zm 
of Pi1 )(A) with m congruent modulo2d2 • This process is continued. 
We call this the factorization method. 
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Theorem IV 
(lo) _(jo) 
If the operators PK (L) and PK (L) are obtained by the factorization 
2 2 
method, then they are identical if 10 = Jo• 
Proof 
(i ) (1 ) 
According to theorem II the zeros of PKO (A) and PKO (A) coincide 
1 2 
with the zeros zk of CK(a,b,A) fork =·i 0 - 1 + md 1 (m = O, 1, ••• , K1-1) 
and for k = 10 - 1 + md2 (m = 0, ·1, • , • , K2-1 ) respectively. The zeros 
_(jo) 
of PK (A) coincide with the zeros zk for k = i 0 - 1 + m0d 1 + md 1d2 
2 
( m = 0 , 1 , • • • , K2 - 1 ) • (1 ) ( 0 ) 
o - Jo Therefore the operators PK (L) and PK (L) are the same for 
2 2 
Using the factorization method we obtain a product of perturbed 
Chebyshef operators of degree K 1, or degree K 2 , or etc. There n- n-
remains the problem of the order of the prime factors d, the order 
V 
of the dv operat?rs P~i)(L) and the order of the relaxation 
parameters of P~i) (L)~ For the first problem it seems best to choose 
n-1 
(3.28) d < d < ••• < d. 1 - 2 - - n 
The last two order problems are of minor importance. One may choose 
for instance an ascending-descending order. 
TABLE III. Numerical stability of Richardson's process applied to 
model problem I [5] 
Factorization method 
Process without round-off 
Factorizat-on method 
Second degree process 
Process without round-off 
Factorization method 
Second degree process 
K 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
87 
a 
2 
• 5 
,5 
.5 
b 
.125 162 
.125 162 
• 125 162 
y 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1. 5 
1.5 
stv 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
* R (K) 
0,21 
> 0,103 (theor.) 
0, 105 
0, 105 
> 0,047 (theor.) 
0,052 
0,052 
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4. Numerical stability of the second order Richardson process 
We recall that the second order process is of the form (compare 
J4 J, section 2) 
( 4. 1 ) 
where 
(4.2) 
As in the preceding section we restrict our stability considerations 
to the space S(a,b) generated by the eigenfunction e. of L with 
i 
eigenvalues A. in the interval [a,b]. 
i ➔ ➔ • 
We introduce the vectors wk and g with components~' ~-1 and f, 
0 respectively. Formula (4.1) may be written as a first order iteration 
process of type (2.1), i.e. 
(4.3) ➔ ➔ ➔ ➔ w k+1 = Hkwk + wkg, 
where 
( 4. 4) 
Theorem V 
The second order Richardson process is strongly stable in the space 
S(a,b). 
Proof 
We require that for each A € [a, b] the matrix Hk, with L replaced by A, 
has eigenvalues within the unit circle. These eigenvalues satisfy the 
equation 
(4.5) z2 - Sz + P = O, 
19 
where 
(4.6) 
The roots of (4.5) are within the unit circle when 
(4.7) P < 1, 1 + S + P > 0 and 1 - S + P > o. 
These conditions lead to 
(4.7 1 ) 
In figure 6 that domain of points (w,a), which guarantees stability 
is indicated by the shaded region, 
0 4 
b 
w 
fig. 6 
With the aid of the recurrence relation for the Chebyshef polynomials 
Tk(y) one may easily verify that the values given by (4.2) satisfy 
(4.1 1 ). 
According to this theorem there will be no accumulation of rounding 
errors in actual application. Therefore the final rounding error will 
be of the same order as the order of the round-off associated with 
one iteration. For numerical results we refer to the experiments of 
Frank [3] and table III. 
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5. The accuracy of elimination operators in numerical applications 
In actual comput~tion the eigenvalues of the eigenfunctions to be 
eliminated are only known as an approximate value, so that these 
eigenfunctions cannot be eliminated exactly. In this section we discuss 
the accuracy of the elimination process. 
Let 1"1 be an estimate for the eigenvalue A1 of L. We eliminate the 
corresponding eigenfunctions e 1 by means of the operator 
* CK*(a 1 ,b,L). 
1 
In figure 
the value 
( 5. 1 ) 
fig. 7 
* 7 the curve CK*(a 1,b,A) is illustrated. We approximate 
* 1. of CK*(a1 ,b,A) in A= A1 by the formula 
C:*(a7,b,A) = (A 1 - °I1) ~A CK«-(a7,b,A)] _ 
1 1 A=A 1 
From the definition of the Chebyshef polynomials we find 
(5.1 1 ) 
* " (I, - A 1 )K7 CK*( a 1 , b, A 1 ) = ____ *_______ _ 
1 · b+a 1 
TK-(~) (b-I,) cr,-a7) 
1 b-a1 
Now a7 is given by (cf. [4.] formula ( 4 .4)) 
7T 2A 1 + b(cos ~ - 1) 
* 2, 
a=----------
1 7T 
cos 
-- -
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Substituting this into (5.1 1 ) leads to 
(5.2) 
- 7T * (b-11 )tg - T *(y ) 
1 4K* K1 0 
1 
, ... 
is given where Yo by 
b cos _TT_+ /\1 
* 
(5.3) * 
2K1 
Yo = 
b - /\1 
In practice we may write 
(5.2') 
* * For large values of K1 the value of CK4a 1 ,b,11 1 ) will be small. 
• • 1 * However, we wish to use relative small values for K1 • For the 
elimination operators discussed in [4] section 5 we have, for example: 
yielding 
(5.4) 1 4 7T 
which is approximately of the same order as the relative error of the 
estimation 1"1• 
The estimation 11 1 is accurate enough when 
(5.5) 
Using (5.2 1 ) we obtain for large values of Kand b >> a 
(5.6) 
22 
-,(-- * In table IV the values of TK*(y O) for a number of values for y O are 
listed. In view of later applications to the Dirichlet problem for 
the Poisson equation 
(5.7) L.'iU + F = O, 
we have chosen the lowest eigenvalues of the operator -6, given by 
;\ = n2 + m2 , where n and mare integers, to be eliminated. Further, 
e 
the matrix approximation L to -L.'i is assumed to have the spectral norm 
(5.8) 0(1) = 162. 
TABLE IV. Inverse norms of the elimination operators 
;\ = 2 ;\ = 5 ;\ = 8 ;\ = 10 
e e e e 
* K T* K ln T * K T* K ln T * K T* K ln T * K T * K ln T * K 
1 0.013 -4.34 0.032 -3.44 0.052 -2.96 0.066 -2.72 
2 0.061 -2.80 0. '16 -1 ,83 0.27 -1 , 31 0.34 -1 .08 
3 0.15 -1 .90 0,39 -0.94 o .68 -0,39 0.90 -0, 11 
4 0 .27 -1 • 31 0.77 -0.26 1.4 0.34 1.9 o.64 
5 o.44 -0.82 1.3 0.26 2.6 0.95 3.7 1.29 
6 o.68 -0.39 2.2 0.79 4.6 1. 52 6.8 1.92 
7 0,98 -0.02 3,5 1.25 7.8 2.05 12 2.48 
8 1.4 0,34 5.3 1.67 13 2.56 21 3,04 
If the estimation 1c 1 does not satisfy (5.6), that is the 
approximation if;\. is too rough, we may apply the operator 
i 
'* ' . CK*(a 1, b,L) again, 
1 
It may be remarked that the norm of the operator 
* *. 
where K1 + K2 is a fixed even number, 
* follows from the fact that ln TK*(Y O) 
* * is minimal for K = K2 • This 1 
. * is a concave function of K, as 
seen from table IV. 
23 
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